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Abstract
In this paper the context-splittable normal form for rewriting systems deﬁning Church–Rosser languages
is introduced. Context-splittable rewriting rules look like rules of context-sensitive grammars with swapped
sides. To be more precise, they have the form uvw ! uxw with u; v;w being words, v being nonempty and x
being a single letter or the empty word. It is proved that this normal form can be achieved for each Church–
Rosser language and that the construction is eﬀective. Some interesting consequences of this character-
ization are given, too.
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1. Introduction
Church–Rosser languages (CRLs) basically are deﬁned by a length-reducing string rewriting
system and a mechanism to handle the word ends [13]. Here we call such a deﬁning system a
Church–Rosser language system (CRLS). CRL is a very interesting class of languages for three
reasons: (i) Their word problem can be decided in deterministic linear time, although they are a
strict superset of the deterministic context-free languages (DCFL) [13]. (ii) Despite that fact, their
deﬁnition is more intuitive than that of DCFL. (iii) They are the deterministic variant of the
growing context-sensitive languages (GCSL), which was proved in [14] (for the deﬁnition of GCSL
see [8]). Therefore, they ﬁt into the Chomsky hierarchy very well [1,7,12].
By assigning weights to single letters one can also deﬁne a weight function for words. This is the
basis of the following important characterization result about Church–Rosser languages:
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Allowing weight-reduction instead of length-reduction does not improve the expressive power [14].
The proof of Niemann and Otto includes an eﬀective construction: Given a rewriting system with
weight-reducing rules deﬁning a Church–Rosser language it is possible to construct an equivalent
one that only has length-reducing rules.
In this paper, we use this fact to show the eﬀective existence of a context-splittable normal form
for every Church–Rosser language L. The deﬁning (length-reducing) rewriting system of L can be
simulated by a weight-reducing system that has rules of the form uvw! uxw with u; v;w being
words, v being nonempty and x being a single letter or the empty word. We do not use the term
context-sensitive in order to stress the fact that the two forms are not fully corresponding to each
other. Because context-splittable rule can also be deleting (i.e. of the form v! ), we do not
always get a context-sensitive rule by swapping the sides.
One consequence of this normal form result is that the information ﬂow during reductions is
underlying stronger restrictions in a context-splittable CRLS (csCRLS): Any movement of a letter
in either direction needs at least as many rule applications as the distance to be accomplished.
Although this is only a reﬁnement of the linear time bound for the reductions in CRLSs, it might
be handy for proofs.
As mentioned above, Niemann and Otto [14] proved that CRL are the deterministic variant of
GCSL. The term ‘‘growing context-sensitive language’’ is somewhat misleading, since weight-in-
creasing grammars are not context-sensitive in the sense of [7]: they are only monotone grammars.
The term is only used for historical reasons, it was coined by Dahlhaus and Warmuth [8]. In this
article we give a characterization of CRL which, when transferred to GCSL, justiﬁes to call them
context-sensitive.
This article is organized in the following way: In Section 2 we give some basic deﬁnitions. In
Section 3 a deﬁnition for csCRLSs is given and our main result is stated. The proof that csCRLSs
are a normal form for CRLSs is given by a construction described in Section 4, introducing the
‘‘weight-spreading technique.’’ In Section 5 we prove the correctness of the resulting csCRLSs,
including the proof of conﬂuence and weight-reduction. In Section 6 we discuss consequences of
the characterization of CRLs by csCRLSs. These include results about the relation between CRL
and GCSL, about a normal form for automata, and about derivation graphs. We conclude this
article with a section in which we shortly discuss why this result is not simply a normal form, but a
characterization theorem. Appendix A contains the case distinctions which are necessary to
complete the proof. We extracted them from the proof for the purpose of better readability.
Early states of these research results have been published in a technical report [16], and an
extended abstract was presented in [17], which is improved here especially w.r.t. the question of
conﬂuence.
2. Basic deﬁnitions
2.1. String rewriting
The reader is assumed to be familiar with deﬁnitions and notations of conﬂuent string re-
writing. For details, see [6,10,13].
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A string-rewriting system (or simply rewriting system) R on R is a subset of R  R. For
ðu; vÞ 2 R we also write ðu ! vÞ 2 R and call ðu; vÞ a rule.
A string-rewriting system R on R is conﬂuent if and only if for all w; x; y 2 R;w! x and
w! y imply that there exists z 2 R with x! z and y ! z.
Theorem 2.1 ([13], Corollary to Theorem 1.1). If in a string-rewriting system R no left-hand side of
a rule properly overlaps with the left-hand side of another rule or itself, no left-hand side is a proper
substring of another left-hand side, and no two rules have identical left-hand sides but different right-
hand sides, then R is confluent.
A string-rewriting system R on R is called normalized if the following conditions hold for each
rule ðu; vÞ 2 R:
1. u 2 IrrðR n fðu; vÞgÞ and
2. v 2 IrrðRÞ.
That means, the right-hand side v of each rule is irreducible and the left-hand side u can be
reduced only by the rule ðu; vÞ itself.
Note that in a normalized system no two rules ðu; v1Þ; ðu; v2Þ with v1 6¼ v2 can exist.
A weight function is a function f : R ! N. It is recursively extended to a function on R by
f ðwaÞ :¼ f ðwÞ þ f ðaÞ and f ðÞ :¼ 0 (where is the empty word) with w 2 R, a 2 R. An example
for a weight function is the length function with f ðaÞ :¼ 1 for all a 2 R, then f ðwÞ ¼ jwj.
Throughout this article, a string-rewriting system R is called a weight-reducing system, if there
exists a weight function f such that f ðuÞ > f ðvÞ for all ðu; vÞ 2 R.
2.2. Church–Rosser languages
Deﬁnition 1. A Church–Rosser language system (CRLS) is a 6-tuple C ¼ ðC;R;R; tl; lr; Y Þ with a
ﬁnite alphabet C, a terminal alphabet R  C (C n R is the alphabet of nonterminals), a ﬁnite
conﬂuent weight-reducing system R  C  C, left and right end marker words
tl; kr 2 ðC n RÞ \ IrrðRÞ, and an accepting letter Y 2 ðC n RÞ \ IrrðRÞ. The language defined by C
is deﬁned as: LC :¼ fw 2 Rjtl  w  kr !R Y g.
A language L is called a Church–Rosser language (CRL) if there exists a CRLS C with LC ¼ L.
The deﬁnition of Church–Rosser languages is due to McNaughton et al. [13]. The deﬁnition of
Church–Rosser language systems given here is a convenient notation for their deﬁnition, where it
is also used that the expressive power of Church–Rosser languages is not enhanced by allowing
arbitrary weight functions instead of the length function. This was proved by Niemann and Otto
in [14].
Throughout the text we will use letters from the beginning of the roman alphabet to denote
single letters. Variables for words will be letters from t onwards.
Example 1. The word w 2 R with length jwj ¼ n consists of the letters a1 to an in R, which is
denoted as w ¼ a1    an.
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If we split a word into substrings, we usually use the same letter which we use for the word and
add an index. For example, let w ¼ abcd. Then we would use w1 ¼ ab, w2 ¼ cd to address the two
halves of w.
2.3. Automata accepting Church–Rosser languages
We do not give a formal deﬁnition of the automata for the language family CRL, the
sDTPDAs. Despite that, it will be helpful to understand parts of the construction to give an
informal deﬁnition of a very similar model which has a mode of operation that is closer to our
construction.
These automata work as follows (cf. [3]): They have two stacks and a scanning head.
The initial conﬁguration is a left-hand stack with the left-hand end marker word 2 in it, its
leftmost letter at the bottom of the stack. Initially, the right-hand stack contains the in-
put, the leftmost letter of the input being on top, and below it the right-hand end marker
word.
Now, letters from the right-hand stack are shifted to the left, until a suﬃx of the left-hand stack
is the left-hand side of a reduction rule of the CRLS. This suﬃx is deleted from the left-hand stack
and the right-hand side of the rule is pushed onto the right-hand stack.
Because of the conﬂuence of the underlying string-rewriting system we can make this autom-
aton deterministic by choosing only one rule for every left-hand side and by using the rule with the
shortest left-hand side if two or more diﬀerent left-hand sides apply. If the rewriting system is
normalized, this is not necessary, because in any given situation at most one reduction rule can be
applied.
The procedure is repeated until the right-hand stack is empty and the left-hand stack is irre-
ducible. If the left-hand stack only contains the accepting letter of the CRLS the input is accepted.
Note that since after a reduction operation the left-hand stack will always be irreducible, one can
directly combine one shift with each reduce operation, as in [13].
3. The normal form
Deﬁnition 2. A CRLS C ¼ ðC;R;R; !; $; Y Þ is context-splittable (we say C is a CSCRLS) if
!; $; Y 2 IrrðRÞ \ C n R (let the inner alphabet be Cinner :¼ C n f!; $; Y gÞ and for any rule r 2 R
there exists a splitting ðu; v;w; xÞ with:
1. r ¼ ðuvw; uxwÞ:
2. v is nonempty: v 2 Cþ.
3. uvw may contain at most one ! and if so at its beginning. Also it may contain at most one $
which only may appear at the end. All other letters of uvw have to be from the inner alphabet
Cinner:
uvw 2 f!;g  Cinner  f$;g:
2 Note that both end marker words are irreducible.
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4. x is a single letter not equal to ! or $ or it is the empty word:
x 2 Cinner [ fY ;g:
5. If v contains ! or $, then x ¼ Y , u and w are empty, and v begins with ! and ends with $:
v 2 !  Cinner [ Cinner  $ ) v 2 !  Cinner  $ ^ u ¼ w ¼  ^ x ¼ Y :
6. If x ¼ Y , then u and w are empty, and v begins with ! and ends with $:
x ¼ Y ) v 2 !  Cinner  $ ^ u ¼ w ¼ :
The splitting ðu; v;w; xÞ of a rule r allowed by this is called a context-splitting, u and w are called
the left and right context.
Remark 1. It is obvious that x ¼  is only necessary if u 2 f; !g and w 2 f; $g cannot be
avoided, since otherwise one could transfer a letter of u or w to x.
Example 2. These are some examples for the meaning of the deﬁnition (the splittings are marked
by dots):
• ab  dea  ab ! ab  a  ab,
• ab  de  aab ! ab   aab is another splitting of the same rule,
• !  ab  $ ! !   $,
• !  ab$ ! !  $  is not a valid splitting,
• abc!  is a deleting context-splittable rule, and
• abcd ! dcba is a rule that is not context-splittable.
Remark 2. We want to distinguish the notion of context-splittable CRLSs from context-sensitive
grammars, because the former uses reductions and the latter productions for deﬁning languages.
Especially deleting rules of the form v!  have no counterpart in context-sensitive grammars.
Therefore we do not use the term context-sensitive. Note that all other deleting rules with
u 62 f; !g or w 62 f; $g can be split in a diﬀerent way such that x is not the empty word, just as in
the example given above.
Theorem 3.1. Let C be a CRLS with language LC. Then there exists a csCRLS C0 with LC0 ¼ LC.
Proof. We will give an eﬀective construction for such a new csCRLS C0. 
4. Constructing a context-splittable CRLS
In this section we introduce our construction. First, we give an outline of its principles and
some preliminaries. Then we show how we are simulating an automaton accepting, which is the
main part of the construction. We also describe the main cases which we distinguish and give an
example. The full case distinction can be found in Appendix A.
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4.1. The construction principles
Let C ¼ ðC;R;R; tl; tr; Y Þ be a CRLS. Without restriction of generality we may assume that R is
length-reducing [14]. Furthermore, we can assume that R is normalized: In a conﬂuent rewriting
system, rules that have a left-hand side which can be reduced by another rule can be dropped, and
reducing right-hand sides does not cause a conﬂict with length-reduction.
In order to construct a csCRLS C0, we will use the following four principles:
1. Analogous to the automaton model our new system will have the property that during the
whole reduction process there is always exactly one place in the word where the next reduction
rule can be applied.
2. We will use a compression alphabet which can store more than one letter of the input (respec-
tively, the derivated words) in one letter. This information will be represented by subscripts of
the compression letters.
3. These compression letters will be enriched by surplus letters in their subscripts in order to
spread necessary weight-reductions over more than one letter.
4. Rules of the original system will, in most cases, be simulated by three or four rules in the new
system.
The conﬂuent weight-reducing system will be built of ﬁve parts R1 to R5.
4.2. Construction preliminaries
Deﬁnition 3. With C being the alphabet of C which consists of all terminal and nonterminal
letters, let C be a new alphabet, which is a disjoint copy of C. Then – denotes the bijective
morphism that maps C into C, e.g. a to a. Let ], !, and $ be new symbols. Let C] :¼ C [ f]g and
C] :¼ C [ f]g. Deﬁne
W] :¼ C]  C] \ ðð]6 2  ððC [ CÞ  ]]Þ  ðC [ CÞ  ]6 2Þ [ ]6 2Þ;
where ]6 2 is a shorthand for f; ]; ]]g:
As can be seen, this regular language consists of words, where between letters of C or C there
are always exactly two ]s. This language will not only be used to deﬁne the compression alphabet,
but also to make some deﬁnitions during the construction process easier. The purpose of the ]s
will be explained later.
Deﬁnition 4. Let ll ¼ maxfjuj j u 2 domðRÞg and lr ¼ maxfjvj j v 2 rangeðRÞg be the maximum
length of the respective rule sides. Because R is length-reducing ll > lr holds. Let
l :¼ maxfll; jtlj; jtrjg. The compression alphabet C1 is deﬁned as:
C1 :¼ fnw j w 2 W] ^ 16 jwj6 3lþ 5g:
The elements of C1 are called compression letters. For distinction, letters in the index of a
compression letter will be called index letters.
Remark 3. At least lþ 1 letters of the original alphabet C can be stored in one compression letter.
If we need to delete the surplus ]s, we use the following morphism:
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Deﬁnition 5. Let a^ be the morphism a^ : ðC] [ C] [ f!; $gÞ ! ðC [ C [ f!; $gÞ deﬁned by:
x^ :¼  x ¼ ]
x otherwise:

Sometimes it is necessary to extract the information of the subscripts in a word from C1:
Deﬁnition 6. Let hata be the morphism a^ : ðC1 [ C [ C [ f!; $gÞ ! ðC] [ C]Þ deﬁned by:
x :¼ w x ¼ nw 2 C1
x otherwise:

We assume, without loss of generality, that brackets are not in our alphabets so far and use
them in the following for better readability.
4.3. Translating the input
The ﬁrst step in the simulation of C is to translate the input into the compression alphabet. At
the same time, we will take care of tl and tr. The new end marker letters (not words!) of C0 will be
t0l :¼ ! and t0r :¼ $.
Short words w 2 LC; jwj6 2 will be handled separately, they are directly added to the language
LC0 . For them, a set R1 of rules is used:
R1 :¼ fð!w$; Y Þ j w 2 LC ^ jwj6 2g:
Obviously, R1 can be computed easily.
For the translating rule system we will give a new set of rules R2, but ﬁrst we have a look at its
the mode of operation. Decompose tl and tr into single letters in the following way:
tl ¼ a1a2    ajtlj and tr ¼ c1c2    cjtr j. R2 will be designed to be a conﬂuent and weight-reducing
rewriting system such that for every w 2 RP 2 with w ¼ b1b2    bi    bjwj; bi 2 Rð16 i6 jwjÞ we can
make the following reduction with R2:
!w$
!
R2
!nða1]]Þða2]]Þðajtl j]]Þðb1]]Þ
nb2]]nb3]]    nbjwj1]]nðbjwj]]Þðc1]]Þðc2]]Þðcjtr j]]Þ$;
where we ensure that R2 does not do more than such translations. Especially, the right-hand sides
of the reductions given above are required to be irreducible in R2. Furthermore, require that the
ﬁrst translated letter after the ! always appears in the last reduction step. This is necessary to give
a precise moment in the reduction after which the rule sets deﬁned in the following parts of the
construction can begin to work.
After this explanation, the following deﬁnition of R2 should be clear. Assume tl and tr to be
composed of letters ai and ci as above. R2 will be composed of the two parts R2;1 and R2;2. We start
with the translation from the right with the system R2;1:
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R2;1 :¼ fðdef $; denðf ]]Þðc1]]Þðc2]]Þðcjtr j]]Þ$Þ j d; e; f 2 Rg
[ fðdenðf ]]Þðc1]]Þðcjtr j]]Þ$; dne]]nðf ]]Þðc1]]Þðcjtr j]]Þ$Þ j d; e; f 2 Rg
[ fðdenf ]]; dne]]nf ]]Þ j d; e; f 2 Rg:
Now, the translation has to be ﬁnished:
R2;2 :¼ fð!enf ]]; !nða1]]Þða2]]Þðajtl j]]Þðe]]Þnf ]]Þ j e; f 2 Rg:
Note that if tl ¼  then the over-lined e is the ﬁrst index letter after the translation.
Finally, R2 :¼ R2;1 [ R2;2.
Example 3. Let tl ¼ dd; tr ¼ c, and w ¼ abad. Then R2 translates the input to:
!nd]]d]]a]]nb]]na]]nd]]c]]$:
The following can easily be veriﬁed:
Claim 1. R1 [ R2 is confluent and, with a suitable weight function, weight-reducing (since each of
these rules translates exactly one terminal into a nonterminal, we simply have to assign a weight
which is big enough to the terminals). The last rule applied from R1 [ R2 is either an accepting rule
from R1 or a rule from R2;2. Thus, the first time an over-lined letter appears in the process is after the
complete input has been translated into the compression alphabet.
The rightmost over-lined letter marks the position at which the simulation of C will work with
the following rule sets. In general, the rightmost over-lined index letter of a compressed word can
be identiﬁed with the head position of the automaton described above.
The ]s are the surplus letters mentioned in the list of construction principles. Moving them to
the left or to the right in a suitable manner will be necessary for the weight-reduction property of
the rules to follow.
4.4. Simulating shift operations
The next step is similar to the shift operations of automata for CRLs. Sometimes it is necessary
to move right (that is, shift) the position of a possible next reduction. Note that in order to decide
if a shift operation is necessary, an automaton accepting a CRL has to inspect at most ll letters of
the left-hand stack.
Deﬁnition 7. For a word w let SuffðwÞ be the set of all suﬃxes of w.
Deﬁnition 8. Given the rewriting system R, we will call a word w 2 IrrðRÞ a shift suffix, if jwj6 ll
and w is not a suﬃx of the left-hand side of a rule of R. Let SR be the set of all shift suﬃxes of R.
Whenever the automation accepting the language of C ﬁnds a shift suﬃx on the top of its left-
hand stack, it must perform a shift operation, as in this case no left-hand side of a rule will be
found on the top of the left-hand stack.
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Deﬁnition 9. Given R  Cþ  C, a sufficient set of shift suffixes is a set S  SR satisfying:
8w 2 IrrðRÞ \ Cþ : ðð9u 2 domðRÞ : w 2 SuffðuÞÞ
_ ð9w0 2 C; u 2 Cþ : w ¼ w0u ^ u 2 SÞÞ:
Deﬁnition 10. The following set of shift suﬃxes will be denoted with S:
S :¼ fw j w 2 SR ^ 9=w0 2 SuffðwÞ n fwg : w0 2 SRg:
Accordingly, S is the image of S under –.
The next two propositions should be intuitive.
Proposition 4.4.1. S is a sufficient set of shift suffixes.
Proposition 4.4.2. S is minimal: Any sufficient set of shift-suffixes S0 is a superset of S or equal to it.
Since in our new systems all reductions have to take place within the indices and cannot directly
work on the letters of the original alphabets we need to take care of this. Especially, any (sub)-
word of original letters can be distributed over more than one letter of the compression alphabet,
and the ]s have to be considered, too. So, we translate S in the following way:
Deﬁnition 11. Deﬁne the Sn set of translated shift suffixes as:
Sn :¼ fnw1nw2    nwn1wn j 26 n ^ wi 2 W] \ C
þ
] ð16 i6 n 2Þ
^wn1 2 W] \ C]
^wn 2 W] \ ðC  C] Þ
^w1w2   wn 2 W]
^ð9v1; v2 : v1v2 ¼ w^1 ^ v2w^2    w^n1 2 SÞ
^w^2    w^n1 62 Sg:
It is also possible that the simulated left-hand store does contain an irreducible word which is
not a shift suﬃx. This happens when the word in the store is too short and a suﬃx of a left-hand-
side of a rule. This case is handled with the following set.
Deﬁnition 12. The set of short shift words is deﬁned as:
S! :¼ f!nw1nw2    nwn1wn j 26 n ^ wi 2 W] \ C
þ
] ð16 i6 n 2Þ
^wn1 2 W] \ C]
^wn 2 W] \ ðC  C] Þ
^w1w2   wn 2 W]
^ð9u 2 domðRÞ; u0 2 SuffðuÞ \ IrrðRÞ : w^1w^2    w^n1 ¼ u0Þg:
In order to get a conﬂuent rewriting system in combination with the rules deﬁned in the later
subsections, we have to use a kind of lookahead set. We will discuss its exact role in the following
subsections and simply give the deﬁnition here:
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Deﬁnition 13. The lookahead set Sl is deﬁned as
Sl :¼ fnw1nw2 jw1w2 2 W] ^ w^1w^2 2 Cg
[ fnw1]]$jw1]] 2 W] ^ w^1 2 Cg
[ f$g:
Furthermore, we use the following two abbreviations:
Deﬁnition 14.
W];$ :¼ W] [ ððW] \W]  f]]gÞ [ f];gÞ  f$g:
That means, each word in W];$ is an arbitrary word from W], or it is a word from W] ending with
two ]s concatenated with $, or it is the word ]$, or it is simply a $.
Deﬁnition 15. The set W];$;C is deﬁned as the subset of W];$ whose words start with a letter from C:
W];$;C :¼ W];$ \ C  W]  f; $g:
Now we construct R3: For each w ¼ nw1nw2    nwn2nwn1wn with w 2 Sn or !w 2 S! and w0 2 Sl
such that ww0 2 W];$ we add a rule rw;w0 to the new system R3. Assume that wn ¼ aw0n with a 2 C
and w0n 2 W]. If w 2 Sn the rule to be added for w and w0 is
rw;w0 :¼ ðnw1nw2    nwn2nwn1wnw0; nw1nw2    nwn2nwn1aw0nw0Þ:
If !w 2 S! we add the rule
rw;w0 :¼ ð!nw1nw2    nwn2nwn1wnw0; !nw1nw2    nwn2nwn1aw0nw0Þ:
Note that the cases w 2 Sn and !w 2 S! are disjoint.
Remark 4. If a shift is necessary but no next letter without over-lining exists no next reduction is
possible. In such a case the simulated system also would reduce to an irreducible word.
Claim 2. R3 is confluent.
Proof. The left-hand sides of rules derived from the translated shift words in Sn have no nontrivial
overlaps with the rules derived from short shift words in S!. Because S is minimal, left-hand sides
of rules derived from Sn do not overlap with each other. Left-hand side of rules from S! do not
overlap because of the !. So, there are no nontrivial overlaps between left-hand rule sides in R3.
Therefore it is conﬂuent with Theorem 2.1. 
It is also possible to show that R3 is weight-reducing. The matter of weight-reduction will be
discussed later, at the moment simply assume that over-lined letters in the subscripts of com-
pression letters add slightly less to the weight.
Claim 3. R1 [ R2 [ R3 is confluent and weight-reducing. There are no overlaps between the former
two and R3, because on the left-hand sides of R1 and R2 rules there are never over-lined letters.
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Example 4. Assume bba 2 S. Then w ¼ nb]]b]]a]n]c] 2 Sn. Assume w0 ¼ n]$. This leads to the rule:
rw ¼ ðnb]]b]]a]n]c]n]$; nb]]b]]a]n]c]n]$Þ 2 R3:
4.5. The ‘‘weight-spreading’’ technique
Now we reach the core of the construction, which will be called weight-spreading. The main idea
is to simulate rules of R piecewise. This simulation is similar to the construction of a context-
sensitive grammar from a monotone one [7]. In order to achieve a weight-reducing system a
second principle is used: the simulation will reduce the length of the subscripts of the compression
letters.
In order to make the construction more understandable, we provide two examples. The ﬁrst is
not working as desired, it is used to illustrate why two ]s are put between the letters of C or C,
respectively. The second example shows the correct construction at work.
Example 5. Consider the rule ðaaaa; bbbÞ and assume we had used only a single ] as surplus letter.
The following possible reduction could be used (each step being identiﬁed with a rule) (see Fig. 1).
In the ﬁrst rewriting step we use the known shift position (the last over-lined subscript letter) to
assert that no other rules can interfere. During the next three steps we simulate the actual re-
duction. Note that the ﬁrst b also is over-lined. This is possible because after each reduction in the
corresponding automaton a shift is necessary, before another reduction can take place.
This example shows the problems we have to deal with. A look at the last letter in the ﬁrst line
and the last letter in the last line reveals that the length of the subscript did not change. In
consequence, if we would do this for all rules in any CRLS, this could cause weight-reduction
problems.
Example 6. Therefore, we now change the example insofar, as we introduce double ]s. Let the
rule in question again be ðaaaa; bbbÞ (see Fig. 2).
The ]s are used to spread the length-reduction of the original rule over the compression letters
in the simulation. Observe that (especially) in the last step of the example the result contains three
Fig. 1. An incorrect simulation.
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compression letters. More than three active letters are not necessary during any rule simulation,
because a right-hand side of a rule and the added ]s ﬁt into one compression letter (to be exact,
sometimes some unchanged context appears on the right-hand sides of the simulation rules for the
sake of conﬂuence, necessitating four letters). Basically, the weight of a compression letter will be
computed from the number of its index letters (over-lined letters add slightly less to the weight).
Therefore in the worst case – when the original rule has a length-reduction of one – we reduce the
number of index letters by three and spread this reduction over the resulting three compression
letters. This is the cause for adding two ]s after each index letter of C [ C during the translation
with R2.
For generalizing this example, a lot of cases have to be handled. The main idea is to identify all
possibilities how the left-hand side of an original rule can be split over one or more letters of the
compression alphabet. It should be noted that sometimes some index letters (from C) of the ﬁrst
compression letter do not change, which corresponds to unchanged parts of the simulated left-
hand stack. Furthermore, the question of ﬁnding the right place for the reduction to work has to
be handled.
At this point we can explain the necessity of the lookahead set for our construction. Assume
there is another rule whose left-hand side ends with a letter b. As soon as the middle letter is
changed in our example (step 3), a simulation of that second rule could start, therefore possibly
preventing the nt from being removed for the rest of the simulation. This would result in a
rewriting system which is not conﬂuent. So our example only showed the simulation part of our
construction, but not how the conﬂuence is achieved. In the simulation rules which we are
going to add, this is prevented by looking two compression letters further whether there is a
locking nonterminal. If there are no two compression letters, but only one and the end marker
letter $, or even only the $, the same applies. How this works can be seen in detail in the
following.
4.6. Case distinctions
Now, we will give the necessary distinction of main cases. The sub-cases of those are given in
Appendix A.
Fig. 2. A correct simulation.
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4.6.1. Simulation in one letter
In some cases, the simulation is very easy. Especially, when the complete reduction can be
simulated within one letter of the compression alphabet. We handle this ﬁrst case with the fol-
lowing set:
T1 :¼ fðu; v; nw1w2w3wÞ j ðu; vÞ 2 R
^w1w2w3 2 W]
^w 2 Sl
^w1 2 C]
^w^2 ¼ u ^ w2 2 C  C]  C  f]]g
^w3 w 2 W];$;Cg:
Now, for each element t 2 T1 assume u ¼ a1    ajuj; ai 2 C ð16 i6 jujÞ and v ¼ b1b2   
bjvj; bi 2 C ð16 i6 jvjÞ. For each t add a rule rt to a new system R4:
rt :¼ ðnw1w2w3w; nw1ðb1]]Þðb2]]Þðbjvj]]Þw3wÞ:
If w1 ¼ w3 ¼ v ¼ , this would produce a letter n, which is not in the compression alphabet.
In these cases identify n  . Then the rule will be simply deleting one symbol.
4.6.2. Simulation of complex cases
Now the diﬃcult part of the construction will be discussed. What has to be done, if the left-
hand side of the original rule is not in one letter but distributed over the indices of several
compression letters? Again we use a set which contains all cases of possible rule applications that
are not covered by the above set T1:
T2 :¼ fðu; v; nw1w2nw3nw4    nwn2nwn1wnwÞ j ðu; vÞ 2 R
^46 n
^w1   wn 2 W]
^w 2 Sl
^w1 2 C]
^w2w3   wn1 2 C  C]  C  f]]g
^w2 6¼ 
^w^2w^3    w^n1 ¼ u
^wn w 2 W];$;Cg:
For each t 2 T2 (T2 is ﬁnite) a set of rules is added to R4.
This also needs some further nonterminals. These will be collected in the set C2, whose elements
will be called locking symbols. Again, we assume u ¼ a1    ajuj; ai 2 C ð16 i6 jujÞ and
v ¼ b1b2    bjvj; bi 2 C ð16 i6 jvjÞ. Whenever we speak of three or four rules these are a simula-
tion of an original rule in as many steps.
The following 10 cases have to be dealt with, some of them with further sub-cases. Details can
be found in Appendix A.
Let t ¼ ðu; v; nw1w2nw3nw4    nwn2nwn1wnwÞ 2 T2:
1. n ¼ 4;w3 ¼  (already covered by the rules for T1),
2. n ¼ 4; v ¼ ;w3 6¼  (all deleting rules need some extra care, four sub-cases),
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3. n ¼ 4; v 6¼ ;w3 2 f]; ]]g (similar to the rules for T1, no sub-cases, one rule for t),
4. n ¼ 4; v 6¼ ; jw3j > 2 (ﬁve sub-cases, up to three rules for t),
5. n ¼ 5; v 6¼ ;w4 ¼  (already captured by 3. and 4.),
6. n ¼ 5; v ¼ ;w4 6¼  (again deleting rule, four sub-cases),
7. n ¼ 5; v 6¼ ;w4 2 f]; ]]g (seven sub-cases, up to three rules for t),
8. n ¼ 5; v 6¼ ;w3 2 f]; ]]g; jw4j > 2 (three sub-cases, up to three rules for t),
9. n ¼ 5; v 6¼ ; jw3j > 2; jw4j > 2 (23 sub-cases, up to four rules for t),
10. n > 5. (The rule itself is not simulated, instead the substring nw3    nwn2 is compressed into one
letter nw3wn2 ; observe that jnw3    nwn2 j < l. Thus, the cases n > 5 are reduced to the cases
n6 5.)
4.7. Final rules
Since the set of ﬁnal rules is very simple, we already describe it here:
R5 :¼ ð!w$; Y Þjw 2 C6 31 ; w
n
¼ Y ]]
o
:
4.8. An example case
In order to show how the sub-cases of the main cases above can be derived, one example is
provided. This example case is Case 9p in Appendix A.
Example 7. Consider t ¼ ðu; v; nw1w2nw3nw4w5wÞ 2 T2, so n ¼ 5. Assume jw3j > 2 and jw4j > 2. We
know w^2w^3w^4 ¼ u. Furthermore, decompose u and v into letters: u ¼ a1    ajuj; v ¼ b1    bjvj.
Then we know there exist i; j > 0 such that j > i and w^2 ¼ a1    ai, w^3 ¼ aiþ1    aj, and
w^4 ¼ ajþ1    ajuj.
We use i and j to determine how letters have to be spread over the subscripts of the new com-
pression letters. First,we compute indices k and lwhichwould simply assign the letters of v fromright
to left and from the third to the ﬁrst compression letter. Let k :¼ jvj  juj þ i and l :¼ jvj  juj þ j.
The variables k and l can be conveniently used in the construction of the rules, as can be seen in
Appendix A. We also use them in the case distinction itself to emphasize their importance.
Obviously, l > k always holds. In Fig. 3 the relation between i; j; k; and l is illustrated. As one
can see, l and k allow to determine over how many compression letters the reduction result can be
spread with respect to w2;w3; and w4.
Fig. 3. Identifying sub-cases for rule simulation with i; j; k; and l.
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Additionally, we have to consider the ]s at the split points between w2 and w3, respectively
between w3 and w4. It is clear that there exist w02, w
00
2, w
0
3, w
00
3, w
000
3 ,w
0
4, and w
00
4 such that
w2 ¼ w02w002;w3 ¼ w03w003w0003 ;w4 ¼ w04w004, with w002w03 ¼ ]] and w0003 w04 ¼ ]].
Now the sub-cases depend on k > 0 or not, l > 0 or not, the length of w002, and the length of w
000
3 .
Example 6 above leads to k ¼ 1, l ¼ 2, w002 ¼ , and w0003 ¼ ]]. In this sub-case we introduce a new
nonterminal nt (for each t a separate one), which is added to C2, and the following four rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nbkþ1ð]]bkþ2Þð]]blþ1ÞntwÞ
rt;4 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nbkþ1ð]]bkþ2Þð]]blþ1Þntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nbkþ1ð]]bkþ2Þð]]blþ1Þn]]ðblþ2]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
Fig. 4 illustrates the distribution of letters in the simulation, the length of the boxes is indicating
their weight. Of the surplus letters ] only the most important ones are explicitly shown.
Observe that as soon as the nt is introduced, the distance between the last compression letter
containing a letter from C and the nt is less than two. Therefore, until the nt is removed again, no
further simulation of a rule can be started. In the following section we discuss the weight function
and other correctness issues.
5. Correctness of the construction
5.1. Weight-reduction
In order to show that R4 is weight-reducing, we need a suitable weight function. The idea is to
distribute the weights of the right-hand rule sides v in the original system R over two or more
compression letters. Therefore, the strategy for the construction is called ‘‘weight-spreading.’’ The
most important part of a weight function w are the weights deﬁned for letters from C1.
The weights for R, f!; $g, and for C2 can be easily found based on this. Let uðxÞ : W] ! N be the
weight function deﬁned by:
uðxÞ :¼ 2ll þ 2 ðx 2 CÞ
2ll otherwise:

Fig. 4. Distribution of letters in the simulation.
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Then wðxÞ : C1 ! N is deﬁned by wðnwÞ :¼ uðwÞ þ 1. The following property can be veriﬁed
easily:
Claim 4. For all nv; nw 2 C1: jvj > jwj ) wðnvÞ > wðnwÞ and nvw 2 C1 ) wðnvÞ þ wðnwÞ > wðnvwÞ.
So, w is the C1 part of the required weight function. For C2 the fact can be used that all C1 weights
are odd, so blocking letters from C2 will have even weight just ﬁtting ‘‘in between.’’
By giving !; $, and Y the weight 1 and by assigning the weight 1þmaxfwðxÞjx 2 C1g to the
terminals (R) we get a weight function w which is appropriate for all our rules.
5.2. Conﬂuence of the simulation
Conﬂuence of R4 is ensured by three properties:
1. The place of any possible next reduction is uniquely given by the last overlined index letter.
2. We assumed without restriction of generality that the original rewriting system R is normalized.
Therefore, for all t; t0 2 T1 [ T2; t ¼ ðu; v;wÞ; t0 ¼ ðu0; v0;w0Þ we know w ¼ w0 ) u ¼ u0 ^ v ¼ v0 )
t ¼ t0.This implies that whenever the overlined index letters form a reducible word, exactly one t
can be used.
3. After introducing the nt, the only possible reduction steps are given by the simulation of the
original rule. This is ensured by the lookahead: nt cannot be further right from the compres-
sion letter containing the last overlined letter than two compression letters. Therefore as soon
as nt is introduced, no other simulation can start before it is removed again. Also, no single
step of the simulation can be applied twice, and the order of applying the simulation rules
is ﬁxed. This holds because the structure of the index words w.r.t. the ]s prevents permuta-
tions of the rules.
4. The rules for Case 10. (n > 5) cannot interfere with each other and also, because of the look-
ahed, not with the simulation rules.
So, R4 itself is conﬂuent (there can be no critical pairs, compare to [4] or [11]).
Remark 5. As we will see later, assuming a normalized rewriting system is not only important for
conﬂuence but also for equivalence of the newly constructed csCRLS to the original CRLS.
5.3. Overall correctness
Lemma 1. Let C0 :¼ R [ f!; $; Y g [ C1 [ C2, R0 :¼ R, R0 :¼ R1 [ R2 [ R3 [ R4 [ R5. Then
C0 :¼ ðC0;R0;R0; !; $; Y Þ is a csCRLS and LC0 ¼ LC.
Proof. There are ﬁve steps necessary: Is C0 well deﬁned? Is it weight-reducing? Is it conﬂuent? Does
it deﬁne the correct language? Is it context-splittable? Again, we refer the reader to Appendix A of
this article for the overview of all cases.
1. To check if C0 is well deﬁned we only have to assert that nowhere a n would be necessary in R4.
By observing the relations between the subscript word lengths and n; i; j; k; and l of the sub-
cases mentioned above this can be shown to be true.
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2. Checking the weight-reduction of the rules is a rather tedious eﬀort, but straightforward. In
Appendix A all rules of R4 are described.
3. First, observe that the ﬁrst three parts together (that is, R1 [ R2 [ R3) are conﬂuent. Second, re-
duction rules of R4 cannot overlap with those rules or with rules from R5 (the latter because
Y 2 IrrðRÞ). We already showed that R4 is conﬂuent, so ﬁnally R0 is conﬂuent.
4. All our rules in R4 simulate the original system R. Therefore, our new system R0 cannot accept
words which are not in LC. Because R is assumed to be normalized, the exact behaviour of an
automaton accepting LC is simulated. Therefore, for each accepting computation of such an au-
tomaton, a reduction exists which simulates it. Therefore, every word in LC is in LC0 , too, and
LC ¼ LC0 holds.
5. Checking the context-splittability is the easiest part, it can be veriﬁed by simply looking at all
rules.
With this lemma, the proof of the normal form theorem is complete. 
Corollary 5.1. For each CRL L there is a weight-increasing context-sensitive grammar G such that
LðGÞ ¼ L and each rule is context-sensitive in the sense of [7].
We do not elaborate the proof in full detail, since in [15] a direct grammar construction for the
whole class of GCSL, which includes CRL [14], is given.
Proof. Let C ¼ ðC;R;R; tl; tr; Y Þ be a csCRLS deﬁning L. Basically, one has to swap the rules sides
of the rewriting rules of C. There are only two technical problems.
1. Instead of the end-markers one has to mark the left-hand and right-hand ends of the sentential
form and adapt all rules using those end-markers accordingly. Of course, this will lead to some
more nonterminals.
2. After swapping the sides, there might be rules of the form ! v. Because any sentential form
produced by the grammar contains at least one letter, we simply use all rules of the form x ! xv
and y ! vy where x; y are letters from the alphabets of G (but x is not a letter marking the right-
hand side of the sentential form and y is not a letter marking the left-hand side).
With this sketch, the construction of G should be clear. 
6. Consequences of the result
6.1. Reﬁnement of linear time bound
One consequence is that the information ﬂow during reductions is underlying stronger re-
strictions in a csCRLS. Any movement of a letter in either direction needs at least as many rule
applications as the distance to be accomplished. Although this is only a reﬁnement of the linear
time bound for the reductions in CRLSs it might be handy for proofs.
6.2. Conﬂict with normalization
One can see that the piecewise simulation of rules leads to a rewriting system that has reducible
right-hand sides, in contrast to the normalized rewriting systems.
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The context-splittable normal form and the property of being normalized seem to be dual to
each other: We conjecture that there is a CRL that does not have a normalized csCRLS. To justify
this conjecture, we give the following example. Consider a rule ðabbb; bbaÞ. The author knows of
no way to simulate such a rule by a single context-splittable rule. But a simulation using more rules
surely would not be normalized, because the simulation steps would have to be linked to each
other.
Besides, a length-reducing simulation in more than one step with a normalized system seems to
incorporate conﬂicting goals. 3
6.3. Length-reduction and context-splittability
Additionally, the construction of a csCRLS heavily uses weight-reduction. This makes the
existence of a length-reducing context-splittable normal form doubtful. Anyhow, we do not
conjecture that there is a CRL that has no length-reducing csCRLS nor the opposite. Already our
characterization result is against intuition, so there might be an even more complicated con-
struction which shows that a length-reducing csCRLS exists for each CRL.
6.4. Relation to GCSL
Some more interesting questions arise because CRL and DGCSL are the same language class,
characterized by sDTPDAs. Therefore, the following results can be obtained. All details are
described in [15].
By dropping the condition of conﬂuence we obtain the class of the growing context-sensitive
languages (GCSL, deﬁned in [8]) from the class CRL. A normal form corresponding to the one
established here for CRL also holds for GCSL (thus justifying the use of the term context-sen-
sitive). This implies that the class of the acyclic context-sensitive languages (ACSL) coincides with
GCSL (this problem was posed in [5]).
ACSL are those languages which can be described by a context-sensitive grammar whose
context-free kernel (the context-free grammar gained by stripping the context from the context-
sensitive rules) is acyclic.
Theorem 6.1 [15]. For each growing context-sensitive grammar G with language LG there exists an
acyclic context-sensitive grammar G0 with language LG0 ¼ LG.
6.5. Normal forms for automata accepting CRL
The deﬁnition of TPDAs allows a program d : ðQ C CÞ ! ðQ C  CÞ (Q are the states,
C is the work alphabet). By a construction similar to the one for GCSL it should be possible to
restrict the possible rule types – even for shrinking or bounded (D)TDPAs – to the following
forms:
3 Originally, Friedrich Otto raised the question of normalized csCRLSs during Theorietag 2001 of the German
Gesellschaft f€ur Informatik.
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1. ðq;A;BÞ ! ðq0;A;CÞ,
2. ðq;A;BÞ ! ðq0;AC;Þ,
3. ðq;A;BÞ ! ðq0;C;BÞ,
4. ðq;A;BÞ ! ðq0;;CBÞ,
5. ðq;A;BÞ ! ðq0;C;Þ,
6. ðq;A;BÞ ! ðq0;;CÞ, or
7. ðq;A;BÞ ! ðq0;;Þ,
with q; q0 2 Q;A;B;C 2 C and without limiting the expressive power of the respective automata
classes (s(D)TPDA,b(D)TPDA). This is a line of further research.
6.6. Derivation graphs
Buntrock [5] discusses derivation graphs for words of a growing context-sensitive grammar. The
same can be done for CRLSs. For csCRLSs, one can also introduce the notion of derivation trees
(under some restrictions), similar to those of context free grammars (for example, see [9]). The
advantage of trees over more general graphs is that they are widely used in compiler construction.
By showing that derivation trees are possible for words of CRLs, this language class becomes also
interesting for practical applications. This could be a line of further research.
We give an example:
Example 8. Let C ¼ ðf!; $; Y ; a; b; cg; fa; b; cg;R; !; $; Y Þ be a CRLS with a rewriting system
R ¼ fðabbba; accaÞ; ð!acca$; Y Þg:
Obviously, LC ¼ fabbba; accag.
For the word abbba a derivation graph is given in Fig. 5.
Note that we have Y at the top of the graph in order to make it similar to the derivation graphs
for grammars. Nevertheless, the arrows point into the direction of the rewriting rules.
Fig. 5. An example for a derivation graph.
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As one can see, the unchanged context of a rewriting step is copied in this graph.
Now we examine a csCRLS C0, which diﬀers from C only in the rewriting rules, which are:
R ¼ fðabbba; acaÞ; ð!aca$; Y Þg:
The derivation graph for the word abbba still is not a tree, see Fig. 6. We can remove the copied
contexts, and get the tree in Fig. 7. This can be understood as a derivation tree which is enriched
by rule information. By dropping the nodes containing the rules we get a derivation tree which
only diﬀers from a tree for a context-free grammar in the direction of the arrows, see Fig. 8.
It is also possible to remove the nodes ! and $: Except for the last step they always are part of
the context.
It is important that we cannot do these steps of removing the contexts if we have deleting rules
like ðccc;Þ or ð!  c  $; !   $Þ (the latter is a deleting rule because in context-splittings ! and $
always have to be part of the contexts). One could work around this problem by introducing
Fig. 6. A derivation graph of a word accepted by a csCRLS.
Fig. 7. An enriched derivation tree.
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nodes labeled with . But, either those nodes would be dead ends in the derivation, destroying the
tree property, or one would have to insert edges which do not directly correspond to rule ap-
plications. For example, simply replace the middle ‘‘c’’ node in Fig. 8, assuming a rule bbb! 
and a rule !aa$ ! Y .
7. Conclusion
In this article we have proved that Church–Rosser languages can be described by CRLSs whose
rewriting systems very much look like the production sets of context-sensitive grammars.
This result characterizes deterministic growing context-sensitive languages and can be trans-
ferred to the more general case of GCSL, which is proved in [15]. Basically, the method of weight-
spreading leads to a very similar construction for growing context-sensitive grammars. In fact, the
generalization to GCSL is even simpler than the deterministic case.
Yet, this alone would not justify to call the result a characterization theorem. But by proving
that GCSLs can be described by weight-increasing context-sensitive grammars, one can conclude
that ACSL and GCSL coincide. This is a rather surprising result: Although it relatively easy to
show that ACSL  GCSL (see also [5]), the reverse was not expected. All in all, this shows the
relevance of our normal form theorem as a characterization of DGCSL.
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Appendix A. All cases for the construction of R4
For each t 2 T2 we will give a set of rules that has to be added to R4. This also uses some further
nonterminals. These will be collected in the set C2. Again, we assume u ¼ a1    ajuj;
ai 2 C ð16 i6 jujÞ and v ¼ b1b2    bjvj; bi 2 C ð16 i6 jvjÞ. Note that w2 6¼  is required by the
deﬁnition of T2.
There are 10 cases which have to be handled diﬀerently:
Fig. 8. An example for a derivation tree.
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1. The case n ¼ 4 and w3 ¼  is already captured by T1: Assume t 2 T2 and t ¼
ðu; v; nw1w2nw3w4wÞ ¼ ðu; v; nw1w2nw4wÞ. Then there is a w0 2 Suffðnw4wÞ such that t0 ¼
ðu; v; nw1w2w0Þ 2 T1. Therefore, we do not need to add rules for this case.
2. For n ¼ 4, v ¼ , w3 6¼  we get sub-cases:
(a) w1 ¼ , w4 ¼ , add one rule which simply deletes two letters:
rt :¼ ðnw1w2nw3w4w;wÞ:
(b) w1 6¼ , w4 ¼  uses one rule:
rt :¼ ðnw1w2nw3w4w; nw1wÞ:
(c) w1 ¼ , w4 6¼  uses only one rule:
rt :¼ ðnw1w2nw3w4w; nw4wÞ:
(d) w1 6¼ , w4 6¼  uses a new nonterminal xit with
wðntÞ ¼ wðnw3w4Þ  1
and three rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3w4w; nw1w2ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2ntw; nw1ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1ntw; nw1nw4wÞ:
3. If n ¼ 4, v 6¼ , and w3 2 f]; ]]g, all the action takes place in the ﬁrst letter. For w2 there exists a
splitting such that w2 ¼ w02w002 with w002w3 ¼ ]]. Add the rule:
rt :¼ ðnw1w2nw3w4w; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bjvjÞw002nw3w4wÞ:
This case uses no new nonterminals.
4. If n ¼ 4, v 6¼ , and jw3j > 2 (then w3 contains at least one letter from C), the reduction must
be split over two nonterminals. For w2 and w3 there exist splittings such that w2 ¼ w02w002 and
w3 ¼ w03w003 with w002w03 ¼ ]]. Since both w2 and w3 are nonempty, we know that there exists an
i; 16 i < juj with w02 ¼ a1]]    ai and w003 ¼ aiþ1]]    ajuj]]. Now there are ﬁve sub-cases, de-
pending on the length of w1, w002, and i:Let k :¼ jvj  juj þ i. If k > 0 this will be used to cal-
culate a split point for the compressed word which is to be substituted. In some cases we use
a new nonterminal nt, which will be added to C2. Let the weight of nt be wðntÞ :¼
wðnw3w4Þ  1.
(a) If k6 0 and w1 ¼  add the rule
rt :¼ ðnw1w2nw3w4w; nðb1]]Þðb2]]Þðbjvj]]Þw4wÞ:
(b) If k6 0;w002 ¼ , and w1 6¼  add the following three rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3w4w; nw1w2ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2ntw; nw1ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1ntw; nw1nðb1]]Þðb2]]Þðbjvj]]Þw4wÞ:
(c) If k6 0, w002 6¼ , and w1 6¼  add the following three rules:
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rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3w4w; nw1w2ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2ntw; nw1b1ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1ntw; nw1b1n]]ðb2]]Þðbjvj]]Þw4wÞ:
(d) If k > 0 and w002 ¼  add three rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3w4w; nw1w2ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2ntw; nw1ðb1]]Þðb2]]Þðbk]]ÞntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1ðb1]]Þðb2]]Þðbk]]Þntw; nw1ðb1]]Þðb2]]Þðbk]]Þnðbkþ1]]Þðbjvj]]Þw4wÞ:
(e) If k > 0 and w002 6¼  add:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3w4w; nw1w2ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1ÞntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þnð]]bkþ2Þð]]bjvjÞ]]w4wÞ:
Observe that the lengths of the subscripts guarantee the weight-reduction obtained by the
rules rt;2 and rt;3.
5. The case n ¼ 5, v 6¼ , and w4 ¼  is already captured by the cases above so we do not build
new rules in this case.
6. If n ¼ 5 and v ¼  and w4 6¼  we get four sub-cases:
(a) w1 ¼ , w5 ¼ , add one rule which simply deletes three letters:
rt :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w;wÞ:
(b) w1 6¼ , w5 ¼  uses one rule:
rt :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1wÞ:
(c) w1 ¼ , w5 6¼  uses only one rule:
rt :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw5wÞ:
(d) w1 6¼ , w5 6¼  uses a new nonterminal nt with
wðntÞ ¼ wðnw4w5Þ  1
and three rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1nw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1nw3ntw; nw1nw5wÞ:
7. For n ¼ 5, v 6¼ , and w4 2 f]; ]]g the complete reduction takes place in the ﬁrst two nonter-
minals. This is similar to n ¼ 4, v 6¼ . These are the sub-cases:
(a) w3 ¼ ]. Then we can make a one rule reduction without introducing a new nonterminal.
Add the rule:
ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bjvjÞw3nw4w5wÞ:
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(b) w3 6¼ ]. Then w3 contains at least one letter from C, since w3 ¼ ]] would imply
w4 62 f]; ]]g.For w2, w3 and w4 there exist splittings such that w2 ¼ w02w002, w3 ¼ w03w003w0003
and w4 ¼ w04w004 with w002w03 ¼ ]] and w0003 w04 ¼ ]]. Since both w2 and w3 are nonempty, we know
that there exists an i; 16 i < juj with w02 ¼ a1]]    ai and w003 ¼ aiþ1]]    ajuj. Now there are
ﬁve sub-cases, depending on the length of w1, w002, and i:
Let k :¼ jvj  juj þ i. If k > 0 this will be used to calculate a split point for the compressed
word which is to be substituted. In some cases we use a new nonterminal nt, which will be
added to C2. Let the weight of nt be wðntÞ :¼ wðnw3Þ  1.
(i) If k6 0 and w1 ¼  add the rule
rt :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nb1ð]]b2Þð]]bjvjÞw0003 nw4w5wÞ:
(ii) If k6 0, w002 ¼ , and w1 6¼  add the following three rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2ntnw4w5wÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2ntnw4w5w; nw1ntnw4w5wÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1ntnw4w5w; nw1nb1ð]]b2Þð]]bjvjÞw0003 nw4w5wÞ:
(iii) If k6 0, w002 6¼ , and w1 6¼  add the following three rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2ntnw4w5wÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2ntnw4w5w; nw1b1ntnw4w5wÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1ntnw4w5w; nw1b1nð]]b2Þð]]bjvjÞw0003 nw4w5wÞ:
(iv) If k > 0 and w002 ¼  add three rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2ntnw4w5wÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2ntnw4w5w; nw1ðb1]]Þðb2]]Þðbk]]Þntnw4w5wÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1ðb1]]Þðb2]]Þðbk]]Þntnw4w5w; nw1ðb1]]Þðb2]]Þðbk]]Þnbkþ1ð]]bkþ2Þð]]bjvjÞw0003 nw4w5wÞ:
(v) If k > 0 and w002 6¼  add:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2ntnw4w5wÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2ntnw4w5w; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þntnw4w5wÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þntnw4w5w; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þnð]]bkþ2Þð]]bjvjÞw0003 nw4w5wÞ:
8. For n ¼ 5, v 6¼ , w3 2 f]; ]]g, and w4 62 f; ]; ]]g there are less sub-cases. Then w4 contains
at least one letter from C, since jw4j > 2.For w2, w3 and w4 there exist splittings such that
w2 ¼ w02w002, w3 ¼ w03w003 and w4 ¼ w04w004 with w002w03 ¼ ]] and w003w04 ¼ ]]. Since both w2 and
w4 are nonempty, we know that there exists an i; 16 i < juj with w02 ¼ a1]]    ai and
w004 ¼ aiþ1]]    ajuj]]. Now there are three sub-cases, depending on the length of w1, w002,
and i:
Let k :¼ jvj  juj þ i. If k > 0 this will be used to calculate a split point for the compressed word
which is to be substituted. In some cases we use a new nonterminal nt, which will be added to
C2. Let the weight of nt be wðntÞ :¼ wðnw4w5Þ  1.
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(a) If k6 0 and w1 ¼  add the rule
rt :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nðb1]]Þðb2]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
(b) If k6 0 and w1 6¼  add the following three rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1b1ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1ntw; nw1b1n]]ðb2]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
(c) If k > 0 add:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1ÞntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þnð]]bkþ2Þð]]bjvjÞ]]w5wÞ:
9. For n ¼ 5, v 6¼ , w3 62 f]; ]]g (w3 cannot be empty), and w4 62 f; ]; ]]g we will have the biggest
collection of sub-cases. In this case each of the words w2,w3, and w4 contains at least one letter
from C.For w2, w3 and w4 there exist splittings such that w2 ¼ w02w002, w3 ¼ w03w003w0003 and
w4 ¼ w04w004 with w002w03 ¼ ]] and w0003 w04 ¼ ]]. Since all w2, w3 and w4 are nonempty, we know that
there exist i; j; 16 i < j < juj with w02 ¼ a1]]    ai, w003 ¼ aiþ1]]    aj, and w004 ¼ ajþ1]]    ajuj]].
Now there are 23 sub-cases(!), depending on the length of w1, w002, w
000
3 , i, and j:
Let k :¼ jvj  juj þ i. If k > 0 this will be used to calculate a split point for the compressed word
which is to be substituted. Similarly, we will use l :¼ jvj  juj þ j. Note that l > 0 implies jvjP 2.
In some cases we use a new nonterminal nt, which will be added to C2. Let the weight of nt be
wðntÞ :¼ wðnw4w5Þ  1.
(a) k6 0, l6 0, and w1 ¼ . We only use a single rule:
ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nðb1]]Þðb2]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
(b) k6 0, l > 0, w1 ¼ , and w0003 ¼ . We add three rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nb1ð]]b2Þð]]blÞ]ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnb1ð]]b2Þð]]blÞ]ntw; nb1ð]]b2Þð]]blÞ]n]ðblþ1]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
(c) k6 0, l > 0, w1 ¼ , and w0003 6¼ . Again, add three rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nb1ð]]b2Þð]]blþ1ÞntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnb1ð]]b2Þð]]blþ1Þntw; nb1ð]]b2Þð]]blþ1Þnð]]blþ2Þð]]bjvjÞ]]w5wÞ:
(d) k6 0, l6 0, and w1 6¼ . We will have three new rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1nw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1nw3ntw; nw1nðb1]]Þðb2]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
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(e) k6 0, l > 0, w1 6¼ , w002 ¼ , and w0003 ¼ . Add four rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1nw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1nw3ntw; nw1nb1ð]]b2Þð]]bjiÞ]ntwÞ
rt;4 :¼ ðnw1nb1ð]]b2Þð]]bjiÞ]ntw; nw1nb1ð]]b2Þð]]bjiÞ]n]ðbjiþ1]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
Note that in this case it is easier to use j i, because the ﬁrst compression letter of the result
contains no index letter from C.
(f) k6 0, l > 0, w1 6¼ , w002 ¼ ], and w0003 ¼ . Add four rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1b1nw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1nw3ntw; nw1b1n]ð]b2]Þð]bl]ÞntwÞ
rt;4 :¼ ðnw1b1n]ð]b2]Þð]bl]Þntw; nw1b1n]ð]b2]Þð]bl]Þn]ðblþ1]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
(g) k6 0, l > 0, w1 6¼ , w002 ¼ ]], and w0003 ¼ . Add four rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1b1]nw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1]nw3ntw; nw1b1]nð]b2]Þð]bl]ÞntwÞ
rt;4 :¼ ðnw1b1]nð]b2]Þð]bl]Þntw; nw1b1]nð]b2]Þð]bl]Þn]ðblþ1]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
(h) k6 0, l > 0, w1 6¼ , w002 ¼ , and w0003 ¼ ]. Add four rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1nw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1nw3ntw; nw1nb1ð]]b2Þð]]bjiÞ]]ntwÞ
rt;4 :¼ ðnw1nb1ð]]b2Þð]]bjiÞ]]ntw; nw1nb1ð]]b2Þð]]bjiÞ]]nðbjiþ1]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
Again, it is easier to use j i, because the ﬁrst compression letter of the result contains no index
letter from C.
(i) k6 0, l > 0, w1 6¼ , w002 ¼ ], and w0003 ¼ ]. Add four rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1b1nw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1nw3ntw; nw1b1n]ð]b2]Þð]bl]Þ]ntwÞ
rt;4 :¼ ðnw1b1n]ð]b2]Þð]bl]Þ]ntw; nw1b1n]ð]b2]Þð]bl]Þ]nðblþ1]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
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(j) k6 0, l > 0, w1 6¼ , w002 ¼ ]], and w0003 ¼ ]. Add four rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1b1]nw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1]nw3ntw; nw1b1]nð]b2]Þð]bl]Þ]ntwÞ
rt;4 :¼ ðnw1b1]nð]b2]Þð]bl]Þ]ntw; nw1b1]nð]b2]Þð]bl]Þ]nðblþ1]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
(k) k6 0, l > 0, w1 6¼ , w002 ¼ , and w0003 ¼ ]]. Add four rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1nw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1nw3ntw; nw1nb1ð]]b2Þð]]blþ1ÞntwÞ
rt;4 :¼ ðnw1nb1ð]]b2Þð]]blþ1Þntw; nw1nb1ð]]b2Þð]]blþ1Þn]]ðblþ2]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
Here, we do not use j i although the ﬁrst compression letter of the result contains no index
letter from C, because the middle compression letter of the result ends with a letter from C.
(l) k6 0, l > 0, w1 6¼ , w002 ¼ ], and w0003 ¼ ]]. Add four rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1b1nw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1nw3ntw; nw1b1nð]]b2Þð]]blþ1ÞntwÞ
rt;4 :¼ ðnw1b1nð]]b2Þð]]blþ1Þntw; nw1b1nð]]b2Þð]]blþ1Þn]]ðblþ2]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
(m) k6 0, l > 0, w1 6¼ , w002 ¼ ]], and w0003 ¼ ]]. Add four rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1b1]nw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1]nw3ntw; nw1b1]nð]b2]Þð]blþ1]ÞntwÞ
rt;4 :¼ ðnw1b1]nð]b2]Þð]blþ1]Þntw; nw1b1]nð]b2]Þð]blþ1]Þn]ðblþ2]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
(n) k > 0, l > 0, w002 ¼ , w0003 ¼ . Again, we use four rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nbkþ1ð]]bkþ2Þð]]blÞ]ntwÞ
rt;4 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nbkþ1ð]]bkþ2Þð]]blÞ]ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nbkþ1ð]]bkþ2Þð]]blÞ]n]ðblþ1]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
(o) k > 0, l > 0, w002 ¼ , w0003 ¼ ]. Add the following rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nbkþ1ð]]bkþ2Þð]]blÞ]]ntwÞ
rt;4 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nbkþ1ð]]bkþ2Þð]]blÞ]]ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nbkþ1ð]]bkþ2Þð]]blÞ]]nðblþ1]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
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(p) k > 0, l > 0, w002 ¼ , w0003 ¼ ]]. Add the following rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nbkþ1ð]]bkþ2Þð]]blþ1ÞntwÞ
rt;4 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nbkþ1ð]]bkþ2Þð]]blþ1Þntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkÞ]]nbkþ1ð]]bkþ2Þð]]blþ1Þn]]ðblþ2]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
(q) k > 0, l > 0, w002 ¼ ], w0003 ¼ . Again, we use four rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þnw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þnw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þnð]]bkþ2Þð]]blÞ]ntwÞ
rt;4 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þnð]]bkþ2Þð]]blÞ]ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þnð]]bkþ2Þð]]blÞ]n]ðblþ1]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
(r) k > 0, l > 0, w002 ¼ ], w0003 ¼ ]. Again, we use four rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þnw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þnw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þnð]]bkþ2Þð]]blÞ]]ntwÞ
rt;4 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þnð]]bkþ2Þð]]blÞ]]ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þnð]]bkþ2Þð]]blÞ]]nðblþ1]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
(s) k > 0, l > 0, w002 ¼ ], w0003 ¼ ]]. Again, we use four rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þnw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þnw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þnð]]bkþ2Þð]]blþ1ÞntwÞ
rt;4 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þnð]]bkþ2Þð]]blþ1Þntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þnð]]bkþ2Þð]]blþ1Þn]]ðblþ2]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
(t) k > 0, l > 0, w002 ¼ ]], w0003 ¼ , w3 62 C. Note that under these premises l k > 1. Again, we
use four rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þ]nw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þ]nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þ]nð]bkþ2]Þð]bl]ÞntwÞ
rt;4 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þ]nð]bkþ2]Þð]bl]Þntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þ]nð]bkþ2]Þð]bl]Þn]ðblþ1]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
(u) k > 0, l > 0, w002 ¼ ]], w0003 ¼ , w3 2 C. Note that in this case k þ 1 ¼ l. This case only uses
three rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þ]nw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þ]nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þ]n]ðbkþ2]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
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(v) k > 0, l > 0, w002 ¼ ]], w0003 ¼ ]. Again, we use four rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þ]nw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þ]nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þ]nð]bkþ2]Þð]bl]Þ]ntwÞ
rt;4 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þ]nð]bkþ2]Þð]bl]Þ]ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þ]nð]bkþ2]Þð]bl]Þ]nðblþ1]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
(w) k > 0, l > 0, w002 ¼ ]], w0003 ¼ ]]. Again, we use four rules:
rt;1 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4w5w; nw1w2nw3ntwÞ
rt;2 :¼ ðnw1w2nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þ]nw3ntwÞ
rt;3 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þ]nw3ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þ]nð]bkþ2]Þð]bl]Þ]blþ1ntwÞ
rt;4 :¼ ðnw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þ]nð]bkþ2]Þð]bl]Þ]blþ1ntw; nw1b1ð]]b2Þð]]bkþ1Þ]nð]bkþ2]Þð]bl]Þ]blþ1n]]ðblþ2]]Þðbjvj]]Þw5wÞ:
10. If n > 5 we only compress the information. In consequence, any reduction will take place by
the rules of the cases for n6 5.
Consider all t ¼ ðu; v; nw1w2nw3nw4    nwn2nwn1wnwÞ 2 T2 with nP 6. Then nwn3wn2 2 C2. So, add
the rule:
rt :¼ ðnw1w2nw3nw4    nwn2nwn1wnw; nw1w2nw3w4wn2nwn1wnwÞ:
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